WHY DO COMPANIES NEED A
PLATFORM FOR COMPANY APPS?
As organizations worldwide adapt to a fundamental shift in how and where we work, most
businesses encounter a similar set of challenges. Here’s a summary of what we hear from
prospective customers every day.

Problem #1

IT’S DIFFICULT TO SHARE
COMPANY-WIDE NEWS & UPDATES
• Not all employees have emails
• Messages get lost among hundreds of other emails
• No way to embed multimedia or make it visually
appealing
• No way to create engagement (comments, likes)
• No consolidated view of past news and updates
• No way to reliably track views, or request signatures
or acknowledgments
• Creating and keeping targeted email group
membership up-to-date is error-prone and costly

Problem #2

Mango posts are a better way to create
and share engaging updates with the
entire company, a department or a team.

INFORMATION & COMPANY RESOURCES ARE HARD TO FIND
• Company information is spread over multiple tools
and systems
• Content is hard to update so it doesn’t get updated
• No way to track what employees are looking for
• No automation & governance to ensure periodic reviews
• No built-in support for multiple languages so we
can’t support a global employee-base
• Resource libraries are often hard to create and
properly organize
Mango sites & libraries are the new way to create and
organize company-wide information and resources.
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Problem #3

FINDING EMPLOYEES BASED ON
EXPERTISE, LOCATION & OTHER
IMPORTANT FIELDS IS IMPOSSIBLE
• There is no central employee directory and many
offices have their own in excel spreadsheets
• Directory has incomplete or outdated information
• Our company directory is not available while
mobile or remote
• Our company organization chart is always out of date
• There is no profile information in the company directory
• No way to see recent hires or work anniversaries

Powerful employee directory helps you
easily define custom profile fields and
allows users to search many different ways.

Problem #4

TOO MANY EMAILS & MEETINGS
LEAVE NO TIME FOR WORK
• Email is not quick enough to have a good conversation
• Reply-all to mass emails causes unnecessary flooding
of inboxes
• As you can only see messages you’ve been included
on, email creates pockets of black holes and a closed
company culture
• Getting responses & resolving issues over email takes forever
• We have too many status meetings just to keep everyone
on the same page

Replace emails and meetings with
quick updates, private messages and
powerful workspaces.

Problem #5

NO CENTRALIZED KNOWLEDGE BASE TO REFERENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information is spread across many tools, making it time-consuming to find
It is hard to tell what information is current and what is outdated
There is no way to learn about new information that got created
There is no concept of content ranking, popularity, or authority
There is no mechanism for content to be periodically reviewed for accuracy
There is no mechanism to request new knowledge bases
Capture and organize knowledge in posts, documents, wikis and collaborative notes.
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Problem #6

OUTDATED SYSTEMS DON’T ALLOW MOBILE & REMOTE ACCESS
• Very few things we need are accessible from mobile
• Even if something is accessible, the user experience
is outdated
• No one app brings everything together while I am
on the go
• Not being able to do things while mobile makes
everything slow
Native mobile applications for iOS and Android provide
rich access to almost everything MangoApps offers.

Problem #7

EMPLOYEE TRAINING &
ONBOARDING IS DIFFICULT
• New employee onboarding is inefficient and
involves a lot of steps
• Every time a new employee joins, we have to start
from scratch
• There is not a good place to encourage
continuous learning
• Training required for compliance with laws and
company policies is hard to maintain and track

An integrated learning management system
makes training and compliance simple and
streamlined.

Problem #8

MANUAL PAPER-PUSHING MAKES
EVERYTHING MOVE TOO SLOW

Powerful trackers and a digital workflow engine
allow you to create flexible workflows without
requiring any special knowledge.

• Too many paper forms to fill out for everyday
workflows
• Getting approvals for things takes forever
• I can’t even do simple things like request a
vacation day online
• Reliance on email for approvals slows the business
to a crawl
• I can’t find who is in and who is out of the office
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Problem #9

TOO MANY TOOLS AND THEY COST TOO MUCH TO
LICENSE & SUPPORT
• Licensing costs for various tools add
up quickly
• Seems like many of the tools do
similar things, causing confusion
• There are a lot of inefficiencies as we
keep duplicating work from one tool
to another
• Supporting, training and upgrading
users on all these tools is difficult
• Our company data is all over the place,
creating security risks
• User experience across tools is all
over the map

MangoApps costs upwards fo 80% less and gives you the
flexibility to enable just what you need.

Problem #10

THERE IS NO ONE PLACE THAT
WE CAN CALL OUR COMPANY’S
DIGITAL HOME
• I have to check 10 different tools to just get
started with my day
• We constantly have to log in and switch between
different apps and tabs
• Departments like HR and IT keep getting phone
calls asking the same questions, over and over
• No one place brings everything together
• Lack of a central company app leaves employees
feeling disorganized
• Without a company app, it’s very difficult to
create a consistent and differentiated experience
for your employees
Create a branded digital hub that brings company-wide resources and tools together in a powerful dashboard.
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Problem #11

HARD TO COMMUNICATE & COLLABORATE WITH MY PROJECT TEAM
• There is no centralized project site for the
project team to work together
• Projects frequently fall behind because of
missed communication
• Seeing all the conversations about a project
requires going through endless email chains
• We have a hard time keeping clients and
partners on track with their to-do items
• There are a lot of holes in our communication,
which lead to projects being lost in the shuffle
and/or not done on time
• We’ve tried everything--email, spreadsheets,
Asana, Trello, Slack, Jira, MS projects, Monday-none of them worked well

Flexible project workspaces enable easy team
collaboration and real-time communication
ensuring project success.

Problem #12

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND ALIGNMENT WITH THE COMPANY
IS LACKING
• There is no way to recognize colleagues for
going above & beyond
• We don’t seem to have a culture of celebrating
team success
• Our employee surveys have nothing to do
with my role at the company
• We don’t celebrate holidays and personal
milestones as a company or a team

Build your company’s culture with all the tools you need to engage and recognize your employees.
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THESE WORKPLACE PROBLEMS HAVE A LARGE
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON BUSINESS

Frustrated Employees
& Low Company
Morale

Inefficiencies Cause
Revenue Loss of 20
to 30%

Wasted Time,
Opportunity & Impact
on Work Quality

Workplace inefficiencies
can be felt across the
board. Employees feel
frustrated, leading to low
satisfaction, engagement, and
performance.

According to the research
firm IDC, inefficiency costs
companies anywhere from
20% to 30% of their revenue
every year.

Time spent waiting is time lost
forever. Reduced work quality
impacts everyone, including
employees and customers.

HOW MANGOAPPS HELPS
Ask yourself: how do you handle these issues,
across different offices, at your company today?
Chances are you use email and a plethora of siloed
tools to muddle through these and other similar
tasks every day. There is a better way!
MangoApps solves these workplace needs by
providing a single system for company-wide
employee communication and collaboration. In
fact, we were founded on this very idea. Now,
over a decade later, we have helped hundreds of
enterprises around the world realize significant
increases in employee productivity, engagement,
and satisfaction.
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USE OUR 5-STEP DIGITAL WORKPLACE MATURITY MODEL TO
IDENTIFY YOUR COMPANY’S GAPS & NEEDS
10+ years in the making, MangoApps is the only product that can provide all the five stages of a
digital workplace in one single out-of-the-box platform. Employee experience is everything. Get it
right with MangoApps!

TAKE THE FIRST STEP

SCHEDULE A DEMO!

Learn More: www.mangoapps.com or Email us: sales@mangoapps.com
Schedule a demo: www.mangoapps.com/schedule-a-demo

ABOUT MANGOAPPS
MangoApps is the hub of any digital workplace. It is the central location employees go to for fast
and seamless access to all the tools they need every day to share, communicate, collaborate, find &
learn. MangoApps provides core new tools like enterprise social networking, modern Intranet, team
collaboration & employee engagement software while integrating with existing enterprise systems so
employees have access to everything they need in one place.

